The concept of a frequency-equivalent population is introduced, which is the panmictic population that has the same allele frequency distribution as a given population with overlapping generations and variation in plant size. It differs from the traditional concept of effective population size, Ne, in that the effect of variation in plant size is to make the frequencyequivalent population larger than the actual population, whereas the effective population size is smaller. Overlapping generations has the opposite effect. The number of alleles that can be maintained in a population at equilibrium is calculated incorporating these two factors, with variation in plant size significantly reducing the number of alleles and overlapping generations increasing the number of alleles that can be maintained.
Introduction l = proportion of large plants, A general expression for the probability distribution 'q = ratio of the quantity of seed and pollen of the of the frequency of a self-incompatibility allele was large plants compared to small plants, derived in the previous paper (Brooks et al., 1997) . The frequency, f,, of an allele in the tth flowering and 0 -1 -k episode of a population of constant size N, contain--(k-1)(k-2)' ing k alleles and two sizes of plant, and with overlapping generations, was given by: with initial conditions, f = 2N/k for t 0.
The zs are normal random variables with a zero f = -+z, +dO (1 -d +d0)1_i(z1 +Lz,,_1), (1) mean. The average variance of these random vank ables for any value of t is approximately given by:
where d = probability of a seed germinating in a particular flowering episode, 
For example, the DL simulation model of Brooks et al. (1996) in which N = 3840, k = 16, d 0.7, = 0.2 and 1q = 20 has the same allele frequency distribution as the NIL model with Nf. = 7920 and kfe = 33. The DL model has a larger variance than the NIL model of the same population size, because of the effect of the L factor, and so the frequencyequivalent NIL model must have a larger population
size and number of alleles to produce the same vari-
ance. This contrasts with the concept of effective population size, in which variation in plant size decreases the effective population size. In terms of the allele frequency distribution, the effect of a van- (2) ation in plant size is to make the population behave as if it had a larger size and more alleles. Overlapping generations has the opposite effect.
The number of alleles that can be maintained in a population Wright (1939) calculated the number of alleles that can be maintained in a panmictic population at equilibrium based on an allele frequency probability distribution that included mutation. He related the rate of loss of alleles (the chance of an arbitrary allele becoming extinct in the next generation) to the relative frequency of the 'subterminal class'
which is the probability, P, that the frequency of the allele in the current generation equals one. Wright's equation was:
rate of loss of alleles = P5.
(5) 2(k-1)
There are k alleles in the population and so the expected number of extinctions in one generation is: (6) Wright (1939) equated this to the average number of new mutations occurring in a single generation to obtain the number of alleles contained in the population at equilibrium.
The time series analysis presented in our previous paper (Brooks et al., 1997) gives the probability distribution of an established allele without including the effect of mutation. However, the same principle of equating gains and losses can be applied by equating the average loss of established alleles to the average rate of occurrence of mutations that become established.
The probability distribution of an established allele is the normal distribution with a mean of 2N/k and a standard deviation of /(j). The approximations in the time series analysis are less valid for small frequencies and so the tail of the normal distribution may not correspond closely to the true distribution. Speculatively, however, the probability, Pests, of an established allele occurring only once can be taken as:
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Pest,s = probability ((___+)
where Z0 is the standard normal distribution. The expected number of extinctions of established alleles in a generation is therefore:
The expected number of mutations occurring in a generation, assuming an infinite number of possible alleles, is 2Nu, where u is the mutation rate. For equilibrium, the number of extinctions must equal the number of mutations that become established. In general, the probability of a mutant allele ultimately surviving is approximately equal to twice its selective advantage (Crow & Kimura, 1970) . The probability of an allele occurring as either of the alleles of a new plant is approximately given (Brooks et a!., 1997) by:
where q = relative frequency of the allele in the source population. The expected new relative frequency is P (q)/2 and so the selective advantage of the allele is:
The selective advantage of the allele decreases as its relative frequency increases but the probability of it surviving is 2/(k -3), so that the expected number of mutations in a generation that will become established is:
For low mutation rates, the calculation of the number of alleles that can be maintained in the population is fairly insensitive to changes in this probability.
Equating expected gains (eqn 11) and losses (eqn 8) of established alleles, for equilibrium:
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With overlapping generations, if d is small, this equation may require modifications because an allele that is absent from several successive flowering episodes may not be extinct and may reappear,
and the probability of a new allele becoming established may be different. This is a complex equation, as Pest,. is a function of k and N. However, it can easily be solved iteratively and Fig. 1 shows the values for u 10 for the NIL, L, D and DL models, for the parameter values used in the simulations of Brooks et a!. (1996) given above. The value (8) of k given by eqn 12 is the number of established alleles that can be maintained by the population and does not include recent mutations, most of which will soon become extinct. However, if the mutation rate is low, the number of such alleles will be very small. The NIL model corresponds to the situation considered by Wright (1939) and the values for this model shown in Fig. 1 are close to those obtained by Wright (and subsequently verified by simulation by, for example, Crosby, 1966) . Overlapping generations (D) slightly increases the number of alleles that can be maintained, whereas variation in plant size (L) reduces this number. Alternatively, the concept of frequency-equivalent population could be used. Because the allele (9) frequency distribution and the ratio of mutations to established alleles is the same for the given DL population and the frequency-equivalent NIL population, both populations will have the same value for Wright's (1939) 
tam kfe alleles), so:
2(kfel)
If the frequency-equivalent DL population with dormancy and variation in plant size has a population size N and has k alleles, then using eqn 3:
P if neither kfe nor k is small. (14) 2(k-1)
The left-hand side of this equation is the expected number of mutations in one generation of the DL population and the right-hand side is the expected number of extinctions, and so the number of alleles (12) that can be maintained by a DL population of size N is k. The curve for the DL model, for example, can 
Conclusion
The time series analysis enables the number of alleles that can be maintained in a population to be estimated for populations with overlapping generations and variation in plant size. It has also been shown that there exists a panmictic population which has the same allele frequency distribution as such a population which leads to a concept of a frequencyequivalent population.
